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The Horsehair Studio
Order Form
Address: Erica Avratin, 355 Spruce St, Bridgewater, MA 02324
IF Special Need Date:__________
Phone: (781) 844-‐1614
Email: horsehairstudio@gmail.com
www.theHorsehairStudio.com
(please print clearly)

Name:

Date:

Address 1:
Address 2:

Return Unused Hair:
Yes No Save for future use

City/State/Zip

Phone Number:

Name of Horse:

Email:

Design your custom bracelet or necklace by filling in the chart below. Standard designs can be seen in
the following pages. Samples of finished works can be seen on the website or on Facebook at
Bracelet silver $95
Bracelet 14k gold $395
Necklace silver $125
Includes end caps & clasp

Braid
Style
(page 2)

End
Cap
Style

Beads
and Qty
(page 3)

Charms

Engraving
($20)

Actual Wrist
Measurement

1.
2.
3.

www.facebook.com/HorsehairBraceletsErica.
Priority US Shipping $9 (2 items)
Priority International Shipping $35
Rush Charge $25 (1 week turnaround)

Shipping _______________

Payment Options: 1)Pay by Credit Card

Total __________________

Exp. Month/Year _______________________ Card Code ________ Billing zip code __________________	
  
2) Pay by check payable to Erica Avratin
3) Pay by PayPal to eavratin@comcast.net
Mail this form along with collected tail hair (and a check) to:
Please allow 2-6 weeks for delivery or inquire about rush orders.
Orders are processed in the order in which they are received.

Erica Avratin
The Horsehair Studio
355 Spruce Street, Bridgewater, MA 02324

Total
Price
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Collecting Horsehair
A bracelet requires about a pencil’s width of tail hair 16-18” long and 2 pencil’s widths of hair for a
double strand bracelet.
A necklace requires about a pencil’s width of tail hair 24” long or alternatively two pencil’s widths of
tail hair 14-16” long.
All of the hairs must be this length. Cut the longest hairs a few at a time near the tail bone. Band them
at one end and place in a plastic bag labeled with the horse’s name. An alternative to cutting hairs is to
pull the tail hairs a few at a time similar to pulling a mane. This does not hurt the horse. Please wash
the hair and let dry 24 hours before bagging. It will be sterilized as part of the bracelet making
process.
Braid Styles
Round 4-strand
braid

Half Round 6strand braid
Square 8-strand
braid
Square with “V”
pattern
Square with stripe
pattern
Victorian Spiral
(+$40 bracelet,
+$80 necklace)
Spiral with Chains
(+$80 bracelet,
+$140 necklace)
Round 8-strand

Round 8 strand
Semi-mixed
Pattern
Round 8-strand
Spiral pattern

(double strands +$35)
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Sterling Silver End Caps
End Caps

Sterling silver

Banded
(for all 4mm braids,
see matching bead)

Lined (also in 14k gold)
(for all 4mm braids)
Round Horseshoe Artisan
(for all braids, see matching bead)

Plain
(for all braids)
Hammered Round
(for all 5mm braids)

Square Horseshoe Artisan (for all
except spiral braid, see matching
bead)

Hammered Square
(for all 4mm braids
except spiral braid)

Double Horseshoe (+$20)
(for double strands, see matching
bead)

14K Gold End Caps
Bead Styles
Beads

A

B

C

D

E

Row 1

Row 2

Row 3

All beads are $20 each with the exception of 1A tiny heart ($15), 3C double strand ($25) and 3E engravable
artisan tube bead ($65)…add $20 for engraving
14K Gold beads available upon request. Any Pandora beads can also be used, please email for information.
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Handmade Gemstone Inlaid Beads
From left to right:
A. black onyx rectangle bead ½” long $55
B. tiger eye and opal rectangle ½” long $55
C. tiger eye and opal round bead 3/8” $45
D. lapis and opal round bead 3/8” $45
E. turquoise and opal large round bead $75
* These are handmade and may vary slightly
	
  

Sterling Silver Charms
Hoofprints on my Heart ½” ($35)
(engravable add $20)
Tiffany-style heart 5/8”
($20)
(engravable, add $20)
Artisan Horseshoe disk 5/8” ($35)
(engravable, add $20)
Horseshoe charm 3/8”
($15)
Engraved small tag ½” ($25)
7 letters maximum
Ribbon charm with sapphire
(3/4” long)
Sterling silver ($75)
Breed charm or pendant (3/4” x 5/8”)
sterling silver
($58)
(engravable add $20)
Holsteiner, Thoroughbred, Trakehner,
Westphalian, Selle Francais,
Hanoverian, American Warmblood,
Irish Sport Horse, Oldenburg,
Swedish Warmblood, Dutch
Warmblood

14K Gold Charms
Hoofprints on my Heart ($375)
(engravable, add $20)
Breed charm or pendant (3/4” x 5/8”)
14k yellow gold
($375)
Ribbon charm with sapphire
(3/4” long) 14k gold ($290)
Locket
Tiny Puffed Heart (1/2” long) ($40)
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Engraved Oval Nameplate Bracelet
14K Gold

$565

Sterling Silver $155
A classic oval nameplate engraved with
your horse’s name. A thicker, 5.5mm
braid with hand finished end caps.
Choose any braid style.
Shown at left with spiral braid entwined
with chains (top) and square braid
(bottom).
Spiral braid add $40
Sterling silver chains add $40
14K gold chains add $325
14K gold fill chains add $60
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Snaffle Bit Bracelet

$160
Adorable, fully articulated sterling
silver snaffle bit is 1 ¾” long. Lobster
clasp attaches at the side. Choose
hammered round or plain hand
finished end caps. Any braid style.
Shown with 8-strand round braid and
hammered end caps. Choose any
braid style. A great style when only a
short length of tail or mane hair is
available.
Single strand bracelet

$160

Double strand bracelet with double
horseshoe end caps or double plain
end caps
$195
Engraved tag as shown add $25	
  

Engraved Artisan Tube Bracelet

$175
Handmade artisan tube bead
engraved with your horse’s
name. Comes standard with
the square braid and square
horseshoe end caps. Fits very
comfortably on the wrist and
will not turn.
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CZ Slider Bracelet

$195
Handmade sterling silver
slider with just the right
amount of sparkle.
Matching handmade sterling
silver end caps. Works best
with square braid, a little
thicker than Artisan Tube
Bracelet. Slider is glued in
place so it will not move.
Choose block lettering or
script.
	
  

Custom Contoured Nameplate Bracelet
14K yellow gold
Sterling Silver

	
  

$990
$225

A very thick, high quality
contoured nameplate with
beautiful hand engraving. Lined
end caps. Any braid style.
Beads may be added to the braid
to complete the look.
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Double Strand Artisan Horseshoe Bracelet

$175
Double strand square braid bracelet with artisan
center horseshoe bead and matching end caps.
Requires 2 pencil’s widths of tail hair.
Also available with Horse Head Bead shown
below.

Double Strand Bracelet

$150
The double strand bracelet is two
strands of braid in a single end cap for a
wider bracelet. Shown with 8 strand
round braid. Requires 2 pencil’s widths
of tail hair.
Choose either plain end cap (as shown)
or artisan horseshoe end cap.
Add the engraved tag for $25. 10 letters
maximum.	
  

Martha’s Bracelet

$225

Our contest winner Martha designed this
striking bracelet. Spiral braid entwined
with sterling silver chains and
embellished with a trio of beads.
Gorgeous!
Choose daisy or open heart center bead.	
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Simple Elegance Bracelet
	
  

$165

	
  

A beautifully elegant 5mm spiral braid is accented
by an oversized sterling silver spring ring clasp
with integrated end caps. A truly elegant design
that can be worn everywhere.
Add sparkling silver chains to the spiral braid for
an additional $40
8 strand round 5mm thick braid bracelet $130

Artisan Horseshoe Bracelet
14K Yellow Gold with round braid
Sterling Silver with round braid

$595
$115

A round artisan horseshoe bead takes center stage
with hand finished plain end caps.
Can be made with round braid or spiral. Shown
here with spiral braid entwined with gold chains.
Spiral braid add $40
Silver chains add $40
14K gold chains add $325
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Snaffle Bit Necklace
This adorable sterling silver snaffle
bit measures about 2” long. The
necklace is shown using the
Victorian spiral braid wrapped with
sterling silver chains. There is a two
inch adjustment chain at the clasp to
give you the perfect necklace length.

Necklace

$179

Includes round or square braid
Necklace with spiral braid

$259

Necklace with spiral chains $319	
  

	
  

	
  	
  

	
  

Toggle and Charm Necklace
A sterling silver toggle clasp closure in the
front makes this necklace so easy to put on.
Customize yours with the braid style and
charm of your choice.
Toggle necklace
Stirrup pendant

($125)
add $32

Breed charm
add $58
See all choices above
Engraving add $20
Hoofprints on my Heart add $35
Engraving add $20
Sapphire ribbon charm add $75
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Need a necklace to match?
A. Our exclusive horseshoe imprinted pendant measures 5/8” x ¾” and is oxidized
to perfection. Includes gift box. Pendant $48. Pendant with 16” black satin
necklace $68.
B. Add an 18” sterling silver bead chain to any of our charms to make a necklace
for only $15. Personalize your charm with engraving for $20.

	
  
	
  
	
  

Keychain $75
A keychain makes a great keepsake. A
loop of braid held in a sterling silver
end cap. Choose any braid style.
Choose horseshoe end cap or plain.
Add an engraved charm to make it
extra special.	
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Paw Print Charm $55
Let’s not forget about our other four-legged
furry friends. Sterling silver paw print charm
is filled with your dog or cat’s fur and sealed in
resin to last a lifetime.
Engrave your pet’s name on the back add $20
Make it a keychain add $10
Add an 18” bead chain for $15 	
  

